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About me I’m a design consultant and I work with 

cross-discipline teams to design 

user centred products and services.

I’ve worked on a variety of projects, in 

startups and large organisations as a project 

manager and a product designer.

I have a background in Engineering (BSc), 

International Management (MSc) and  

Service Design (MDes).

I illustrate and do yoga whenever I can.



Projects

Fortnum and Mason

Santander Corporate

Financial Times

CarTrawler

Liquid HealthCare

DISCOVERY DELIVERY

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

FACILITATION

FACILITATION DELIVERY

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT DELIVERY



Fortnum and Mason Website redesign

A complete remake of an online storefront in 

8 months. Included the rebrand, redesign and 

replatform of their outdated website to match 

today’s tech capabilities and align with the 

instore experience. The website since launch 

has won several awards and has helped 

the business reach and exceed online sales 

targets. 

DISCOVERY DELIVERY



Fortnum and Mason Website redesign

User journey for one of the user profiles

Information Architecture for the new site

· Customer profiles

· User journeys

· Revised IA (V1) for the new site

· Wireframes of the core journey

· Concept for new features 

—eg. Hamper builder, multiple address

Deliverables

Discovery process A three-week long discovery 

prior to project kick off. 

As part of the small discovery team, I worked 

very closely with the stakeholder on defining 

the vision and requirements. To capture the 

brand essence I visited the store, interviewed 

customers and staff. Performed an UX Audit 

to existing site, did competitor analysis and 

developed journeys for different user profiles 

based on existing data, user feedback and 

interviews with stakeholders.

DISCOVERY DELIVERY



Delivery process The delivery phase was with a 

full team of a designer, developers, and project 

manager. The concept developed prior to this  

phase was revisited and tested with technical 

feasibility and user desirability in mind.

Delivering complex features, like multiple address 

delivery, product personalisation and hamper 

builder, required constant communication with 

the delivery team and regular user feedback.I 

performed competitor bencmarking, best practice 

analysis and guerilla testing in store on new 

designs. I’ve used the SUS (System Usability 

Score) to evaluate iterations of the website. 

Fortnum and Mason Website redesign

The redesign is now complete, apart from 

helping Fortnum’s reach their sales targets the 

website has won multiple awards. Development 

is still ongoing with new features being 

added and existing functionality measured for 

performance.

Solution

Card Sorting I ran card sorting 

exercises with the team, staff and 

customers that fed back into the 

new IA.

User Journey Mapping I built 

journeys maps to visualise the 

motivations, jobs and touch-points 

of customer profiles.

Responsive Design The 

importance of mobile usage for 

e-com is undeniable. Responsive 

design therefore is a necessity to 

keep user experience consistent 

amongst all touchpoints. All pages 

and features with designed for and 

tested on different screen sizes.

DISCOVERY DELIVERY



Santander Corporate Prototyping

A two week long engagement for developing 

the concept for a new corporate banking 

feature and testing it with existing customers.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT



Santander Corporate Prototyping

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENTUser journey for one of the user profiles

The Process 2 weeks with a team of two, 

UX and UI in which the requirements were 

gathered and a click through prototype was 

designed. The prototype was then tested with 

existing bank customers. 

Regular check-ins with stakeholders and the 

technical team were crucial in keeping the 

project in scope and feasible.

User Journey Mapping Identifed 

the two primary users and their 

tasks with stakeholders.

Quick Sketches into 

Wireframes Generated ideas on 

how the layout would look like and 

behave. Visualised the screens 

and features on wireframes and 

created flows on Marvel.

Customer Interviews Interviews 

with 3 customers to test the 

prototype.

UI & Prototype Linked up hi-fi 

designs for the test flows.



Santander Corporate Prototyping

Solution The proposed flow showed to add 

value to the target customers and was in line 

with the planned technical renovation. 

By the end of the 2 weeks, the final prototype 

and customer interview results were shared with 

stakeholders at the final presentation. Due to the 

limited time allocated to the project, instead of 

implementing the changes and reiterating the 

tests, design recommendations and proposed 

changes for the next iteration were shared. 

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Sketching and Detailed user flows

Initial sketches from day1

Wireframe of setting up groups



Financial Times Design Sprint

How To Spend It were redesigning their 

website, and wanted to generate concepts 

for how to engage with their online readers. 

This was a week long engagement with 

stakeholders from digital product and editorial  

in which new concepts were developed and 

tested. 

FACILITATION



Financial Times Design Sprint

The team at How to Spend It wanted to develop 

and test some concepts before the delivery 

project for their new website kicked off.

I facilitated a five-day Design Sprint (developed 

by the Google Ventures) in which we developed 

and tested concepts for the new How to Spend It 

website and tested with readers. 

Day 1 Understand

Started by sharing the project vision and defining 

sprint goals. We also shared existing research, 

analysed competition and drew a user flow to 

focus on. 

Day 2 Sketch

Introduced and ran sketching sessions (we 

used methods like Crazy 8’s and Design Studio) 

to develop ideas and visualise concepts with 

sketches.

Day 3 Decide

Facilitated dot voting of the concepts and drawing 

of a storyboard for the prototype. 

Day 4 Build

I built a prototype of the concept based on the 

sketches and storyboards. Also ran through the 

test script to ensure it covered all our assumptions. 

Day 5 Test

I interviewed 4 of the 6 users which were recruited 

before the sprint. After the interviews, I ran a 

debrief session to share findings and decide what 

features worked and which didn’t.

FACILITATION
Sketching session from Day 2: Sketch



Financial Times Design Sprint

Solution We focused on findability and 

relevance in our solution, the intention was 

to highlight the great content created by the 

writers and make it as easy as possible for 

readers to find the relevant ones. By the end of 

the five days we had a click through prototype 

on Marvel made of high fidelity designs testing 

a filtering system. 

The interviews that were held on the fifth day 

allowed us to decide what worked and what 

didn’t on the prototype as well as give us an 

understanding of their expectations from How to 

Spend It as a brand.

FACILITATION

Voting on ideas on Day 3: Decide



CarTrawler MyAccount Redesign

Redesign and replatform of MyAccount 

section of CarTrawler sites such as Holiday 

Autos and Argus CarHire. as part of a cross 

functional team as part of the replatforming  

of the CarTrawler website. 

FACILITATION DELIVERY



CarTrawler My Account Redesign

Kick Off Process I planned and facilitated a 

2 day kick off workshop to define scope and 

understand the project landscape, such as 

technical limitations and dependencies to other 

initiatives within the company.

The participants involved in the workshop stake-

holders and a designer from the client side and  

a designer and project manager from our team.

DELIVERYFACILITATION

· Goals and Vision

· Customer Profiles

· Service Blueprint

· Stakeholder Mapping

· Epics Backlog

· User Stories and Project Roadmap 

Workshop 
Activities

Service Blueprint to define scope

Reviewing blueprint with Tech Lead of the project



CarTrawler My Account Redesign

I worked with the stakeholders, designers and 

developers on our team from requirement gathering 

to sketching wireframes and reviewing built features. 

This project, as it was a replatform required close 

collaboration with both the development team as 

well as the product owner. I paired with the designer 

or the developers to work on features and make 

adjustments to fit the new technology and design 

patterns we were implementing.

Delivery Process I was the UX Designer 

of a cross functional delivery team for the 

replatform and redesign  

of MyAccount. 

The project was run in agile methods (using 

Kanban) and my role included gathering 

requirements, designing user flows and 

wireframes, working closely with developers  

and tester on built features to ensure consistency 

across the application. 

DELIVERYFACILITATION

New user flow diagram for creating account

Profie page with linked account feature

Wireframe for existing user dashboard



Liquid Healthcare Service and Application Design

Concept development for a healthcare startup 

with close collaboration with founder and legal 

advisor. Concept was then taken to delivery 

and developed for the alpha version.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT DELIVERY



Concept Development Process I worked 

closely with the founder to define scope and 

the legal advisor to gather requirements of the 

highly regulated landscape of healthcare data. 

Also held regular catchups with the technical 

leads to understand the technical scope and 

capabilities. 

This process involved running workshops with 

the stakeholders (founder, legal advisor and tech 

lead) and performing benchmarking research on 

latest healthcare products.

- Defined the three different user types

- Benchmarking and competitor research for 

fettures

- Sketch out both existing and proposed user 

flows

-Task flow for different users

-Sketch out app screens with newly defined 

concept

Liquid Healthcare Service and Application Design

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT DELIVERY

· Goals and Vision

· Competitive Research

· Customer Profiles

· User Journeys

· Task Flow Analysis

· Lo-fi wireframes

Deliverables

User journey for proposed service cycle

Task model for the Liquid app



Liquid Healthcare Service and Application Design

Delivery Process This phase was about 

building the initial release based on the concept 

as quickly as possible. 

During delivery, I maintained regular check-ins 

with the development team and legal advisor 

to ensure legal requirements were met for the 

signup flow of different practitioner territories and 

the data management was simple enough to be 

used by all three user types. 

The process involved picking up tasks (in epic 

level) revisiting the validity of the concept with 

both the technical team as well as the founder 

and legal advisor. It then involved competitor 

benchmarking and drawing up sketches of 

detailed wireframes. I worked with the designer 

at this phase to ensure the brand vision came 

across clearly and held regular team reviews 

to make sure everyone was on board with the 

proposed features.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT DELIVERY

Dashboard view

Physician signup screen



There is more that has gone into 
the making of these projects than 
what has been shown. 

I’d be more than happy to have 
a chat and talk you through the 
details at any time.



Thanks!
thisissinem@gmail.com
linkedin.com/sinemerdemli 
@sinemerdemli
sinemerdemli.com


